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        The Australian Science Media Centre works to enhance the media’s coverage of science, for the benefit of all Australians. We run Scimex - the breaking science news portal for Australia and New Zealand - and provide the evidence and experts when science hits the headlines
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                    Helping experts handle online abuse

                

                
                    
                        The AusSMC has developed an online toolkit to help experts both prepare for, and respond to, trolling and harassment online.
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                    Scimex to become 'new and improved'

                

                
                    
                        The AusSMC will upgrade of our news portal Scimex thanks to a Digital Innovation Fund grant from the Walkley Foundation's Meta Australian News Fund.
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                    25 Jan 2024
                

                
                    Australia Day Ambassador

                

                
                    
                        The Australia Day Council has appointed AusSMC Chairman, Peter Yates AM, to be an Australia Day Ambassador for the 2024 Celebrations on 26 January, 2024.

                    
                    READ MORE
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                    19 Jan 2024
                

                
                    Collaborative journalism project

                

                
                    
                        The AusSMC has been able to work with five news rooms on collaborative projects in 2023-24. Each newsroom is being matched with a range of experts from around the country who have deep expertise in the topic being explored.
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                    AusSMC CEO elected as ATSE Fellow

                

                
                    
                        The Australian Academy of Technological Sciences and Engineering (ATSE) has elected AusSMC CEO, Dr Susannah Eliott, as a Fellow.
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                    Lyndal Byford awarded science prize

                

                
                    
                        We're proud to announce that our very own Lyndal Byford has been awarded the 2022 Unsung Hero of Australian Science Communication prize by the Australian Science Communicators (ASC).
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                    2023 CALD women in STEM workshops

                

                
                    
                        After a very successful pilot, we recently ran a new media training program for women in STEM from culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds (CALD).
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                    27 Apr 2023
                

                
                    Indigenous Media Mentoring Program

                

                
                    
                        The next Indigenous Media Mentoring Program will take place at the Sydney studios of NITV/SBS on Wednesday 10th and Thursday 11th of April 2024.

                    
                    READ MORE
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                    Scimex labels for health stories

                

                
                    
                        COVID-19 led to a flood of misinformation in the media and the early release of huge numbers of research papers.
To help tackle this, we now include three simple, clear labels to be attached to any medical story on Scimex.
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                                                            Continuous non-invasive glucose sensing on the horizon with the development of a new optical sensor
                            
                                                                                                For decades, people with diabetes have relied on finger pricks to withdraw blood or adhesive microneedles to measure and manage their glucose levels. Researcher...                                    READ MORE ON SCIMEX                                
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                                                            EXPERT REACTION: Long COVID may be no different to other long term virus effects
                            
                                                                                                Long COVID may be no different to other post-viral syndromes, according to Australian research which found that people who tested positive for COVID-19 a year a...                                    READ MORE ON SCIMEX                                
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                                                                                    13 Mar 2024                            
                                                            EXPERT REACTION: Apple cider vinegar may help young obese people to lose weight
                            
                                                                                                A small study has found that a small amount of apple cider vinegar every day may help overweight or obese people lose weight and reduce their BMI. The study inc...                                    READ MORE ON SCIMEX                                
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                                                            NEWS BRIEFING and EXPERT REACTION: Are we over-medicalising menopause?
                            
                                                                                                ***Briefing recording now available*** Viewing menopause as a health problem to be solved with hormone therapy is an over-simplified narrative and not based on ...                                    READ MORE ON SCIMEX                                
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                Emily Rice
            

            Senior Medical Reporter at Nine News Melbourne
"AusSMC is the leading and most trusted organisation for finding evidence-based scientific research relevant for mainstream Australia."
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                Tegan Taylor
            

            Health and Science Reporter at the ABC
"Love Scimex/AusSMC! You're my first go-to for story ideas and experts for commentary, and your Expert Reaction emails are a great way for me to get across an issue without a lot of legwork on my end. Thank you for all the work you do!"
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                Sue Dunlevy
            

            National Health Reporter at News Corp Australia
"The Science Media Centre is the brilliant and necessary intermediary that turns complex science into tasty tabloid morsels. Clever scientists can spend years of their lives working on amazing science breakthroughs that never get the notoriety they deserve because they are too complex for ordinary mortals to understand."
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                Rae Johnston
            

            Science & Technology Editor for NITV at SBS
"The AusSMC makes finding the right expert so simple - their hard work makes my job easy!"
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                Sarah Berry
            

            Lifestyle Health Editor, SMH and The Age
"The Australian Science Media Centre is a resource that I rely on. Each member of the team is knowledgeable, responsive and provides valuable assistance connecting journalists to the latest research and the relevant local experts. I can't endorse their service highly enough."
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        	[image: Dung beetles increase plant growth by an average of 17%, according to a new Aussie analysis of previous research, which puts the beetle boost at a similar level to the increase in growth you get from earthworms. The researcher found that by burying the dung, the beetles helped plants to grow, but there was a lot of variability in the data with some studies showing the beetles lowered plant growth by as much as 72% and others showing they increased it by up to 802%. They found that the beetles helped to increase plant weights more than plant lengths, and that plant growth was greater when more beetles were hauling dung. ]Move over worm farms, dung beetles can boost plant growth too

	[image: Our most icky memories, like that time you vomited non-stop, or accidentally drank that off milk, tend to feature our senses of smell, taste or touch, according to Australian research. The study asked people to remember their most disgusting, repulsive experiences and found that these memories were more likely to feature proximal senses (smell, taste or touch), than morally repulsive or fearful memories, which were linked more with “distal” senses (sight and sound). The researchers say this supports the idea that disgust is linked to us avoiding disease and acts as a way to help us avoid pathogens entering the body. ]Our grossest memories are full of smells, tastes and touch

	[image: Researchers say it's a fallacy to make global comparisons on a ]EXPERT REACTION: "Per capita" needs to go, say researchers

	[image: The TOLIMAN mission to discover planets – and perhaps life – around our nearest stellar neighbours in the Centauri system has been awarded a prestigious Explorers Club flag. The TOLIMAN team plans to etch a likeness of the flag onto the University of Sydney co‑designed and co-built mini-satellite telescope. Its mission? To cast its eye four light years away to Alpha Centauri to see if there are planets in that star system in the Goldilocks zone – worlds that are not too hot, nor too cold, to maintain liquid water.]From the Poles to Everest, the Moon and now the stars

	[image: Gene editing has been used to eliminate all traces of HIV from infected immune cells in a laboratory, with the hope that it could one day be used to target the HIV DNA which acts as a reservoir for the virus in people with the condition.  The gene editing system uses a small piece of genetic material, called guide RNA (gRNA) to direct enzymes, called CRISPR-Cas, to the HIV DNA hiding in cells. These enzymes then act like molecular scissors allowing scientists to very precisely cut the DNA. One of the big challenges in HIV treatment is the virus's ability to integrate its DNA into the host's DNA, making it extremely difficult to eliminate. The authors say they have developed an efficient attack on the HIV virus in various cells and the locations where it can be hidden in reservoirs. They say these findings represent a ]HIV virus elimated by gene editing in a lab

	[image: More focus on integrating research into drought tolerance in crops is essential to prevent the threat to global food security, according to international researchers. The team from the Institute for Research and Development (IRD), the International Rice Research Institute, the French National Institute for Agriculture, Food and Environment, the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology and The University of Queensland said research efforts too often focused on extreme drought.]A holistic approach is key to improving drought adaptation in crops

	[image: UK and US researchers say people who are 'double jointed' - a condition formally known as generalised joint hypermobility, may be at a heightened risk of long COVID. The researchers say these bendy people were 30% more likely to not have fully recovered from a COVID-19 infection than people without the wonky joints. Pulling from data from a COVID Symptom Study Biobank, the team looked at 3064 people who had been infected with COVID-19 and pulled out data about their hypermobility. While this kind of study cannot prove that being 'double jointed' will mean you will experience long COVID symptoms, the researchers suggest further study into the link they found.]'Double jointed'? You may be at a higher risk of long COVID

	[image: Researchers from UQ’s Queensland Brain Institute (QBI) have revealed the pivotal role played by Synapsin 2a proteins in orchestrating the organisation and mobility of synaptic vesicles within live neurons.]Unravelling the mysteries of the presynapse with super resolution microscopy

	[image: Team-building exercises could help groups of strangers communicate more freely and even synchronise their brain activity, according to international researchers who measured the brain activity of strangers interacting in groups of three. The groups were asked to elect a leader, and some groups were then led through a bonding session, including uniforms and discussions to build familiarity between them. They were then given economic games to play, and the researchers say the bonding teams spoke more freely and bounced between speakers more rapidly compared to groups who didn't take part in bonding. Looking at brain regions linked to social interaction, the researchers say brain activity aligned between leaders and their followers during the tasks if they had been part of the bonding session.]What do team-building exercises do to a group's brain activity?

	[image: A Swedish study has tied income and education levels to one's likelihood to develop problems related to alcohol abuse. These two factors were consistent despite changes in mental health, genetics and marital status, offering important insight into how to provide targeted care to our communities.]Income and education tied to alcohol abuse
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